
Part 5:  
Temporal-Difference Learning

Introduction to Reinforcement Learning



What everybody should know about 

Temporal-difference (TD) learning
• Used to learn value functions without human input

• Learns a guess from a guess

• Applied by Samuel to play Checkers (1959) and by Tesauro to 
beat humans at Backgammon (1992-5) and Jeopardy! (2011)

• Explains (accurately models) the brain reward systems of 
primates, rats, bees, and many other animals (Schultz, Dayan 
& Montague 1997)

• Arguably solves Bellman’s “curse of dimensionality”
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Simple Monte Carlo
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Simplest TD Method
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TD Prediction

Policy Evaluation (the prediction problem): 
         for a given policy π, compute the state-value function vπ 

Recall:  Simple every-visit Monte Carlo method:

target: the actual return after time t

target: an estimate of the return

V (St )←V (St )+α Gt −V (St )[ ]

The simplest temporal-difference method, TD(0):
V (St )←V (St )+α Rt+1 + γV (St+1)−V (St )[ ]
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Example: Driving Home

State Elapsed Time
(minutes)

Predicted
Time to Go

Predicted
Total Time

leaving office 0 30 30

reach car, raining 5 35 40

exit highway 20 15 35

behind truck 30 10 40

home street 40 3 43

arrive home 43 0 43

(5)

(15)

(10)

(10)

(3)

bad

good

bad

bad

ok
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Driving Home

Changes recommended by 
Monte Carlo methods (α=1)

Changes recommended
by TD methods (α=1)
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Advantages of TD Learning

TD methods do not require a model of the environment, 
only experience
 TD, but not MC, methods can be fully incremental

You can learn before knowing the final outcome
Less memory
Less peak computation

You can learn without the final outcome
From incomplete sequences

Both MC and TD converge (under certain assumptions to 
be detailed later), but which is faster?
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Random Walk Example

Values learned by TD(0) after
various numbers of episodes
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TD and MC on the Random Walk

Data averaged over
100 sequences of episodes
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Batch Updating in TD and MC methods

Batch Updating: train completely on a finite amount of data,
      e.g., train repeatedly on 10 episodes until convergence.

      Compute updates according to TD(0), but only update
      estimates after each complete pass through the data.  

For any finite Markov prediction task, under batch updating,
TD(0) converges for sufficiently small α.

Constant-α MC also converges under these conditions, but to
a difference answer! 
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Random Walk under Batch Updating

After each new episode, all previous episodes were treated as a batch, 
and algorithm was trained until convergence. All repeated 100 times.
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You are the Predictor

Suppose you observe the following 8 episodes:

A, 0, B, 0
B, 1
B, 1
B, 1
B, 1
B, 1
B, 1
B, 0

0.75V(B)?
V(A)? 0?
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You are the Predictor

The prediction that best matches the training data is V(A)=0
This minimizes the mean-square-error on the training set
This is what a batch Monte Carlo method gets

If we consider the sequentiality of the problem, then we 
would set V(A)=.75

This is correct for the maximum likelihood estimate of a 
Markov model generating the data 
i.e, if we do a best fit Markov model, and assume it is 
exactly correct, and then compute what it predicts (how?)
This is called the certainty-equivalence estimate
This is what TD(0) gets
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Summary (so far)

Introduced one-step tabular model-free TD methods
These methods bootstrap and sample, combining aspects of 
DP and MC methods
TD prediction
If the world is truly Markov, then TD methods will learn 
faster than MC methods
MC methods have lower error on past data, but higher error 
on future data
Extend prediction to control by employing some form of GPI

On-policy control: Sarsa
Off-policy control: Q-learning
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Learning An Action-Value Function

Estimate qπ for the current policy π

St,At

Rt+1St St+1, At+1

Rt+2St+1
Rt+3St+2 St+3. . . . . .

St+2, At+2 St+3, At+3

After every transition from a nonterminal state, St , do this:
Q(St ,At )←Q(St ,At )+α Rt+1 + γQ(St+1,At+1)−Q(St ,At )[ ]
If St+1  is terminal, then define Q(St+1,At+1) = 0
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Sarsa: On-Policy TD Control

Turn this into a control method by always updating the
policy to be greedy with respect to the current estimate: 142 CHAPTER 6. TEMPORAL-DIFFERENCE LEARNING

Initialize Q(s, a), 8s 2 S, a 2 A(s), arbitrarily, and Q(terminal-state, ·) = 0
Repeat (for each episode):

Initialize S

Choose A from S using policy derived from Q (e.g., "-greedy)
Repeat (for each step of episode):

Take action A, observe R, S0

Choose A

0 from S

0 using policy derived from Q (e.g., "-greedy)
Q(S,A) Q(S,A) + ↵[R+ �Q(S0

, A

0)�Q(S,A)]
S  S

0; A A

0;
until S is terminal

Figure 6.9: Sarsa: An on-policy TD control algorithm.

long as all state–action pairs are visited an infinite number of times and the
policy converges in the limit to the greedy policy (which can be arranged, for
example, with "-greedy policies by setting " = 1/t), but this result has not yet
been published in the literature.

Example 6.5: Windy Gridworld Figure 6.10 shows a standard gridworld,
with start and goal states, but with one di↵erence: there is a crosswind upward
through the middle of the grid. The actions are the standard four—up, down,

right, and left—but in the middle region the resultant next states are shifted
upward by a “wind,” the strength of which varies from column to column. The
strength of the wind is given below each column, in number of cells shifted
upward. For example, if you are one cell to the right of the goal, then the
action left takes you to the cell just above the goal. Let us treat this as an
undiscounted episodic task, with constant rewards of �1 until the goal state
is reached. Figure 6.11 shows the result of applying "-greedy Sarsa to this
task, with " = 0.1, ↵ = 0.5, and the initial values Q(s, a) = 0 for all s, a. The
increasing slope of the graph shows that the goal is reached more and more
quickly over time. By 8000 time steps, the greedy policy (shown inset) was
long since optimal; continued "-greedy exploration kept the average episode
length at about 17 steps, two more than the minimum of 15. Note that Monte
Carlo methods cannot easily be used on this task because termination is not
guaranteed for all policies. If a policy was ever found that caused the agent to
stay in the same state, then the next episode would never end. Step-by-step
learning methods such as Sarsa do not have this problem because they quickly
learn during the episode that such policies are poor, and switch to something
else.

Exercise 6.6: Windy Gridworld with King’s Moves Re-solve the
windy gridworld task assuming eight possible actions, including the diagonal
moves, rather than the usual four. How much better can you do with the extra
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Windy Gridworld

undiscounted, episodic, reward = –1 until goal

Wind:
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Results of Sarsa on the Windy Gridworld
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Q-Learning: Off-Policy TD Control

One-step Q-learning:

Q(St ,At )←Q(St ,At )+α Rt+1 + γ max
a
Q(St+1,a)−Q(St ,At )%

&
'
(
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Initialize Q(s, a), 8s 2 S, a 2 A(s), arbitrarily, and Q(terminal-state, ·) = 0
Repeat (for each episode):

Initialize S

Repeat (for each step of episode):
Choose A from S using policy derived from Q (e.g., "-greedy)
Take action A, observe R, S0

Q(S,A) Q(S,A) + ↵[R+ �max
a

Q(S0
, a)�Q(S,A)]

S  S

0;
until S is terminal

Figure 6.12: Q-learning: An o↵-policy TD control algorithm.

(Figure 3.7). Can you guess now what the diagram is? If so, please do make
a guess before turning to the answer in Figure 6.14.

Reward
per

epsiode
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!25
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Episodes
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Q-learning

S G

r = !100

T h e  C l i f f

r = !1 safe path

optimal path

Figure 6.13: The cli↵-walking task. The results are from a single run, but
smoothed.

Example 6.6: Cli↵ Walking This gridworld example compares Sarsa
and Q-learning, highlighting the di↵erence between on-policy (Sarsa) and o↵-
policy (Q-learning) methods. Consider the gridworld shown in the upper part
of Figure 6.13. This is a standard undiscounted, episodic task, with start and
goal states, and the usual actions causing movement up, down, right, and left.
Reward is �1 on all transitions except those into the the region marked “The
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Cliffwalking

ε−greedy, ε = 0.1

R

R
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Summary

Introduced one-step tabular model-free TD methods
These methods bootstrap and sample, combining aspects of 
DP and MC methods
TD prediction
If the world is truly Markov, then TD methods will learn 
faster than MC methods
MC methods have lower error on past data, but higher error 
on future data
Extend prediction to control by employing some form of GPI

On-policy control: Sarsa
Off-policy control: Q-learning


